FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY SIMULATION

Providing true-to-life dynamic simulation activities for your patients can be a big challenge. You need equipment that will make you more effective and will motivate your patients. Whether your need is for lifting activities, range-of-motion or fine motor tasks, the WORK CUBE® can do it all in a compact and functional design. Movable activity modules can be easily positioned in seconds to simulate hundreds of tasks and activities. Your patients will enjoy the realism and variety of the activities – and you will appreciate its versatility and functionality.

- Useful for testing essential functions.
- Performs functional capacity assessment and testing.
- Gives objective measurement of rehabilitation progress.
- Develops improved levels of tolerance and strength for work and activities of daily living.
- Provides upper extremity and whole body repetitive and/or graded resistive exercise.
- Occupies only 16 square feet of floor space. (Frame measures 48" by 48" by 78" in height.)
- Requires no wall or ceiling support. Free-standing design allows multiple patient access to all sides and center.

Model WC-100 Work Cube® shown above with selected optional activity modules purchased separately (see product description).

Advanced Therapy Products components and systems are quality constructed to provide years of active use – your assurance of consistent performance year after year. Our innovative designs have helped thousands of patients by providing true-to-life simulation activities. For the best in functional simulation equipment, the perfect choice is the WORK CUBE®.